Asymmetry in the discrimination of quantity by rats: The role of the intertrial interval.
In three experiments, rats were trained to discriminate between 20 and five (Exps. 1 and 2), or between 40 and five (Exp. 3), black squares. The squares were randomly distributed in the center of a white background and displayed on a computer screen. For one group, the patterns containing the higher quantity of squares signaled the delivery of sucrose (+), whilst patterns with the lower quantity of squares did not (-). For the second group, sucrose was signaled by the lower, but not by the higher, quantity of squares. In Experiment 1, the intertrial interval (ITI) was a white screen, and the 20+/5- discrimination was acquired more readily than the 5+/20- discrimination. For Experiment 2, the ITI was made up of 80 black squares on a white background. In this instance, the 5+/20- discrimination was acquired more successfully than the 20+/5- discrimination. In Experiment 3, two groups were trained with a 40+/5- discrimination, and two with a 5+/40- discrimination. For one group from each of these pairs, the training trials were separated by a white ITI, and the 40+/5- discrimination was acquired more readily than the 5+/40- discrimination. For the remaining two groups, the training trials were not separated by an ITI, and the two groups acquired the task at approximately the same rate. The results indicate that the cues present during the ITI play a role in the asymmetrical acquisition of magnitude discriminations based on quantity.